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Print on Demand *****.Of all the endless variety of phenomena
which nature presents to our senses, there is none that fills our
minds with greater wonder than that inconceivably complex
movement which, in its entirety, we designate as human life; Its
mysterious origin is veiled in the forever impenetrable mist of
the past, its character is rendered incomprehensible by its
infinite intricacy, and its destination is hidden in the
unfathomable depths of the future. Whence does it come?
What is it? Whither does it tend? are the great questions which
the sages of all times have endeavored to answer. Modern
science says: The sun is the past, the earth is the present, the
moon is the future. From an incandescent mass we have
originated, and into a frozen mass we shall turn. Merciless is
the law of nature, and rapidly and irresistibly we are drawn to
our doom. Lord Kelvin, in his profound meditations, allows us
only a short span of life, something like six million years, after
which time the suns bright light will have ceased to shine, and...
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Extremely helpful for all class of people. We have read through and that i am confident that i am going to going to
read through again again down the road. Its been designed in an exceedingly basic way in fact it is simply following i
finished reading this pdf in which in fact altered me, alter the way i think.
-- Noel Sta nton-- Noel Sta nton

Absolutely one of the best pdf We have ever read. I really could comprehended every little thing using this written e
book. I am easily could get a satisfaction of reading a written publication.
-- Dr . O die Ha m ill-- Dr . O die Ha m ill
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